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This project would have been virtually inpossible to
complete without the assistance of ,M r. Phil Balra and Dr.
Cynthia Irvine of the Computer Science Department. When a
program of this size is developed, problems and confusion
are normal occurrences. Most cf these can be resolved by
retracing program steps or trying a different approach, but
seme of them require the objective eye of a disinterested
party. Phil and Cynthia never hesitated to help out when I
ran into problems and provide encouragement during the dark:




The Command, Control, end Communications Laboratory (C3
Lab) was conceived and developed to provide future leaders
in the field with a testbed tc explore ways in which
computers and automated communications could improve C3
effectiveness. The project was funded by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DABPA) and the four
services involved in the C3 program, and it was completed
early in I960. The first two classes in the C3 curriculum
did not have the opportunity to utilize the laboratory,
however, the members of the third class have had extensive
experience with the capabilities resident there. Two
courses in the curriculum are particularly rooted in the C3
Lab environment. These are Simulation and War Gaming (OS
3655) and C3 Exercise Laboratory (OS 3750). It became
apparent during these classes that there was a need for war
gaming software to be used by the students for experience in
strategic resource planning.
One of the most widely used strategic planning war games
is the TEMPO Military Planning Game which was originally
developed in the early 19fc0's by the Technical Military
Planning Organization (TEMPO) of General Electric Company in
Santa Barbara, California. Since that time it has been used
by the Defense Resources Management Course at the Naval

Postgraduate School; the U.S. Army Management Schccl at Ft.
Belvoir, Virginia; the Air War College, Air Commend end
Staff College, and Squadron Officers' Schccl all at Maxwell
Air Force Base, Alabama. Additionally, many variations of
the game have "been developed and used throughout industry
and the government .
Play of the game may be approached from several
different perspectives ranging from simple diversion tc
studies of interpersonal behavior. For example, at the
Defense Resources Management Course the game is focused
almost exclusively on the interpersonal reactions of the
players. The game is administered manually with all reports
and calculations dene in a pencil-and-paper mode. At the
Squadron Officers' School, heavy emphasis is placed on
plannin? and teamwork and a mixture of computer input and
manual reporting is employed. At Armed Forces Staff
College, the objective cf the game is quite different from
the original, as implemented here, and it offers an entirely
different perspective. There the game uses the same type of
resource planning methodology, however, one of the more
important goals is to woo a developing country through the
use of foreign aid grants and military protection.
TEMPO, as implemented in the Naval Postgraduate School
C3 Laboratory, is an interactive computer adaptation cf the
original game. It is entirely automated so the teams need
not spend their time on tedious calculations and message
10

handling exercises. All communication with the game is
conducted through computer keyboard displays and all of the
timing and scoring functions are executed automatically. 3y
significantly reducing the administrative processes required
cf the teams, attention can be focused on the coordination
end staffing processes which are most representative of the
real-world situations the players will encounter.
The primary purpose of TEMPO is to train military
leaders in the skills of force planning and resource
management under the realistic constraints cf time,
uncertainty, and a limited budget. These skills are as
important in today's international military environment as
ere those of force employment in theater or strategic
conflict .
The manipulation cf strategic forces in this game has
been greatly simplified to focus the attentions of the
players on the force planning and resource allocation
aspects cf the situation. These aspects include the
selection of alternative weapon systems, the maintenance of
proper force mixes, the total life cycle costs of the
systems, cost effectiveness considerations, lcnsr-range
planning, and the elements of risk and uncertainty.
The game uses actual weapon systems as the objects of
this planning. No attempt has been made to exhaustively
analyze the effective utility of a specific red force system
against its corresponding blue force system. Opposing
11

systems were cue sen tc be roughly equivalent in utility,
and the names are included solely to stimulate player
interest in the game.
There are few features cf this version cf TEMPO which
are unique. It is based primarily on the game as played at
Air University in Montgomery, Alabama. Its uniqueness lies
in its implementation on the PDP 11/70 computer resident in
the C3 Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate School. This
provides players with the capability to interact in real-
tine with the program through tne war-gaming staticrs in the
laboratory.
Appendix A to this thesis is designed to serve as a
stand-alone User's Manual for students who will be playing
TEMPO in the future. It provides all the necessary




II . GENERAL DESCRIPTION
TEMPO is played with an umpire and tvc teams, a red
force and a blue force. Both teams start with identical
force structures, research and development options, and
budgets. That is to say, the costs, utilities, and research
and development potentials for corresponding systems on each
side are the same even though the systems have different
names
.
The budget, which varies frcm year to year, may be spent
in any of six ways: (1) operation of forces, (2) acquisition
of additional forces, (3) research and development of new
systems, (4) modifications to existing weapon systems, (5)
intelligence or counterintelligence, and (5) trade-off
analyses between systems.
The game spans eight years with the first four years
being operational years and the last four years being
programmed years. All transactions must be completed within
the allotted time, or budget penalties for the ensuing year
will be incurred.
The categories of systems which each team has to work
with are limited to offensive strategic aircraft, offensive
strategic missiles, surface-to-air missiles (aircraft
defense), and defensive anti-ballistic missile (ABM)
13

missiles. Several types of weapon systems ere available in
each category through the course of the game. System
capability is quantified ir terms cf a standard measure cf
effectiveness called, the "util". Each weapon system is
worth a specific number of utils while it is In the active
force. The author recognizes that one of the key factors in
determining proper force structure is the effectiveness cf
one's own forces versus the opposition they are most likely
to encounter. However, for the purposes of this exercise,
utility will be treated as a giver, thus allowing
concentration on the budgetary aspects of the situation.
The objective of the game is for each team to operate
its offensive forces to maximize its net offensive utils
while operating a defensive fcrce tc minimize the opponent's
net offensive utils. The limited budget which each team
must work with increases the challenge cf this cbjective.
The teams must decide if it is worthwhile to allocate scarce
budget dollars tc research and development for improvement
of the force efficiency. Dollars spent for programs other
than strictly procurement of existing systems may result in
less than optimum current force structures in order to
improve future balance. In addition, teams must decide
whether or not to invest in intelligence about their
opponent. An analysis option for making cost-benefit
tradeoffs is also available tc each team.
14

There are three versions of TEMPO available in the C3
laboratory. The normal version requires four hours to
complete the game. This mode allows for extensive planning
periods which are desirable for larger teams to derive the
full benefit of cooperative staffing in the various areas cf
concern. The short version requires two hours for
completion and has much shorter planning periods. This mode
allows the teams to get an exposure tc the features of the
game under an extreme time constraint. The third version is
a demonstration program tc allow a single user tc examine
the features of the geme. There are no time constraints
involved in the demonstration program.
15

Ill . PLAY OF THE GAME
This chapter describes how to initiate the TEMPO game
and outlines the options available to the players as the
fame progresses.
A. OBJECTIVE
The objective of the game is for each team to operate
its offensive forces to maximize its net offensive utils
wnile operating a defensive fcrce to minimize the opponent's
net offensive utils. The formula for determining a team's
net offensive utils is:
(total offensive aircraft utils minus opponent's total
anti-aircraft utils)
plus
(total offensive missile utils minus opponent's total
anti-missile utils)
The net offensive utility resulting from this calculation is
compared to the opponent's net offensive utility to
determine who wins each year. The teams will be notified at
the end of each year whether they won or lost that
particular year. The overall winner of the game is the team
which has the greater cumulative total of net offensive
utils for the eight-year period.
16

The players should tear in mind that utils are only
received for systems which are in the active force. No
credit is received for ever-defending. That is, it does no
^ood to have more defensive utils in a particular weapon
system category than the opponent has offensive utils. And
finally, anti-aircraft systems are only effective against
aircraft, and anti-ballistic missiles are only effective
against offensive missiles.
B. STARTING THE GAME
To begin the game, the teams should login to the
computer at their respective stations. The computer
directories are 'tempored' and 'tempcblu' with passwords
'tempor' and 'tempob' respectively. The demonstration
version of TEMPO is accessed by logging into 'tempdemo' with
password 'tempod'.
The first option the teams are offered is whether they
want to play the long or short version of the game. TE^FO
will not operate properly unless both teams select the same
version.
The next few displays the teams receive will be
introductory remarks and initial force status. This
information is available at any time during the game and,
thus need not be recorded.
When the teams have had sufficient time to review the
initial data the umpire will signal the beginning of the
17

same . Tc initiate play the teams press the carriage return
keys at their respective stations and. the game commences •
TEMPO has a strict timing protocol which it controls
automatically from this point on; however, it is important
tnat both teams begin at the same time to ensure that the
programs are coordinated. If there is a significant
difference in the times that the respective teams initiate
play, it is recommended that the game be restarted.
C. ANNUAL PLANNING
The next display tc appear on the screens is a menu of
options available for the teams to choose from. An example
cf the menu is shown in figure 1. Note that the time
remaining for the year's planning is shown at the top of the
display. This countdown will appear on every display until
the final plan is submitted for the year. The menu items
shown may be reselected as often as desired during each
year. These items will be described in detail in the
following paragraphs.
1. Current Force Status and Data
This segment of the program provides a summary of
all systems in the current operating inventory. An example
is shown in figure £. The display includes number of
systems in operation, acquisition cost, operating cost and
utility cf each system. The number cf systems of each type
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Finally, the total ccst cf operations and the total utility
for the entire force of each weapon system type is listed.
The teams would probably want to review this table at the
beginning of each year to ensure that the previous year's
buys and scraps were reflected.
2. Research end Development Tata
The first display which appears when this option is
selected shows which research and development (R&D programs
are available for that particular year. An example is shown
in figure 3. The teams nave only one year to begin work on
a particular program. If they do not select the option they
will not have the opportunity the next year. There is one
exception to this rule. The R&D required prior to a system
modification can be done in any cf the first three years.
New research programs are offered only in years one,
two, and three of the game. Programs begun in these years
may be continued to completion but no new programs will be
started beyond year three.
The teams will be asked if tney wish to see a complete
R&D report for the year. This report is shown in figure 4.
It provides estimates of acquisition ccst, operation ccst,
utility and R&D costs for each available program. The teams
will be told how long the development will take and what the
expected R&D costs for the future years of the program will
be. The current year R&D cost is actual. However, the
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operation cost are only estiratas arid may increase or
decrease depending en r. c w the p r c ? r a m progresses.
Finally, ir. this module, the tears are ashed, if they
wish tc spend funds fcr any cf the prcgrams. Note that the
full R&D report described above reed not be reviewed in
order tr invest R&D funds. If the team wants tc invest
fends in R&D a third display appears with a menu of
candidate programs. An example cf this display is shewn in
figure 5. The actual ard projected R&D costs are again
shewn alcr.g with a status report cf cngeirp programs. If
the team has begun a project ir a nrevicus / c er it is
reminded to continue the funding or else jeepcrdize the
delivery schedule. The teams dc nave the option tc cease
funding cf a program after the first year of R&D has been
completed and then resuTe the development in a later year.
Additional R&D irforration on a system will be available
crly if the tea^ initially cheeses tc pursue the prcgrar.
3 . Current Budget Data
This module provides each tea"1 with the total budget
figure for the year, the total cost of operating the force
for the year, and a running total of dollars spent up to
that point in the year. Ac example is shewn in figure c.
Eudget estimates for the next two years are also provided.
Actual allocations fcr future years may vary but the
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probabilities cf war, as currently estimated, are provided
in this module.
One subtlet/ snould be noted here. In order to
determine funds available for use for the remainder of the
year, total dollars spent must "be added to operation costs
and the sum subtracted from the total budget fcr the year.
4. Buy Additional Systems
Selection of this option provides each team with a
list of all systems which are available for purchase. See
figure 7 for an example. Included in the list are the
acquisition costs, utility, and purchase limits for each
system. The players simply choose wnich system they want
and the computer will ask how many the team wants to buy.
When that input is provided the players receive
acknowledgement of the sale. They are told how much was
spent and how much of their budget for the year remains. If
the team tries to buy more than the purchase limit the
computer will provide only the maximum available.
Systems bought in one year will not be operated until
the following year. Consequently, no operation costs will
be incurred and no utility will be gained until the next
year
.
A new system is available for purchase as soon as all
the R&D has been selected and paid for. A team may acquire
units of a new system during the last year of R&D (provided
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cannot lose its option to buy units of a system once it is
in the inventory.
E . Modify Systems in Current Inventory
At certain points in the game the teams will be
offered the opportunity to modify or upgrade weapon systems
they have in their inventories. These modifications are not
possible without developing the technology which gees into
them. Therefore, the RS.D for the modification must be
funded before the modification can take place. This funding
is provided through the R&D module described above.
When the modify option is selected the players will be
offered candidate systems for upgrade. An example of this
display is shown in figure 6. Tnere are two ways a system
can be modified. It can be withdrawn from operations for
the year, thus incurring no operation costs and providing no
utility. Or it can be operated at the unmodified levels
until the next year when the modification is complete and it
automatically assumes the upgraded levels. The teams must
choose how many units they want to modify and how they want
tc distribute the way they are modified. The computer will
provide the necessary advisories.
To purchase upgraded systems directly, (that is, other
than upgra-ding systems already in the inventory) it is still
necessary to pay the modification R&D cost (if it has not
been paid). The new units can be purchased at a price equal
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modification cost. This option will automatically be made
available to the teams through the BUY module when the
modification R&D is completed.
Modifications may be made at any rate not exceeding the
purchase limit of the original system. R&D for the
modifications may be performed at any time during the first
three years of the game.
6 . Scrap Systems in Current Inventory
It may be necessary at certain junctures of the game
to get rid of older, less-efficient systems in order to free
up their operations costs for other purposes. This can be
done by selecting the SCRAP menu choice. A complete list of
systems in the current inventory is displayed and the team
is asked which system it would like to scrap (see figure 9).
It is then asked how many units it would like to take out of
operation. The computer acknowledges the entry. Force
units scrapped in one year will remain in the inventory
until the following year.
?
. Buy Intelligence Lata or Counterintelligence
Selection of this module provides the team with a
menu of ten options for intelligence gathering [see figure
10) . For $100 each the team can get a complete report of
the opponent's:
a) current force structure of offensive forces, or
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c) current R&D programs for offensive systems, cr
d) current R&D programs for defensive systems.
Intelligence reports on force structure do not provide an
exact count of enemy systems. Rather, they present a ten-
unit range for each system, e .g
.
"SYST2M-A has 20-29 units"
is the report if the opponent has 22 units.
R&D intelligence reports list all programs for which R&D
funds were expended that year by the opponent. This will
not indicate if he has started a program in an earlier year
and not funded it during the current year.
Either team may purchase counterintelligence in any of
the four areas described above for $££ per category.
Counterintelligence reports inform the team if the enemy has
purchased intelligence in that category during the year.
The intelligence menu provides the option to cancel all
orders for intelligence and start over again for the year.
If an intelligence report is requested it will be
presented automatically at the beginning of the following
year's planning period.
Intelligence reports cannot be obtained in years five
through eight.
6. Perform Trade-Qff Analyses
This module may be selected any time during years
one through four to assist in making decisions as to which
systems to buy. The analysis branch provides a complete
list of systems which are, or could be, available at that
34

time for procurement or R&D. The menu is shown in figure
11. The team is asked tc select two systems to be compared
and an immediate analysis is presented es shown in figure
12. The report includes year-by-year life-cycle-cost
breakouts for botn selected systems and yearly utility
figures. Totals for both of tnese parameters are tabulated
and used tc compute a util/dcliar cost effectiveness factor.
This value is simply the total life cycle utility divided by
the total life-cycle cost.
The teams will not be prevented from performing trade-
offs using systems they may have cnosen not to R&D. This
kind of analysis is not very useful, however, since the
preferred option may not be possible to obtain.
The cost of analysis is $25 for each trade-off
performed
.
9 . Recovery From Entry Errors
This module is merely a tutorial to explain how to
change entries the teams may have made and then later
reconsidered. It is not possible to recover from every
entry error, particularly in the R&D module. A team cannot
"un-start" development of a new technological program until
the next year. lor this reason it is strongly recommended
that the teams carefully plan their expenditures and
programs for the year before they enter the data. Figure 13
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li . ubmit Ccrr-ieted Planning and Eudgetin-
'/.her. the teem has completed all of its actions and
requests for the /ear, the final selection en the menu is
entered. It should be noted that each team is given a
specific time to use for current and long-range planning.
It is strongly recommended that the teams ta^:e full
advantage of their allotted tire to carefully prepare their
plans. There is no advantage to an early submission of the
yearly plan. The computer will simply make the team wait
for the end of the period anyway. It should also be
emphasized that a team is penalized for a late submission.
Significant dollar reductions from the next year's budget
are assessed for each minute the plan is delinquent.
open selection of the year-end option from the menu, the
tears are asked to confirm that they, indeed, are done for
the year. At this point they nave the option of returning
to the main menu for subsequent adjustments.
When a confirmed entry is mace, the year-end module
performs several processes in closing cut accounting for the
year. Figure 14 shows the first report which provides a
summary of utils provided by the weapon systems and dollars
spent for the year. This report is immediately displayed at
the team's terminal.
Next, the teams are advised of a break period to allow
them to relax and collect themselves for the next planning
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and the lata are fed to a central point for recording and
determination of the winner for the year. The umpire
program uses a random number routine to determine whether a
war has occurred during the /ear. If a war has broken out,
messages tc that effect are written into files and later
retrieved by both sides. The activities of the umpire
program are all transparent to the players cf the game.
Finally, the year-end routine updates the database for the
coming year, and passes intelligence data bac^ and forth
between the red and blue sides.
When the program becomes active again, an introductory
report for the next year will appear on the terminal screen
(see figure 15). At this time, the intelligence reports
which were requested during the previous year are also
available simply by pressing the carriage return key on the
terminal keyboard. A sample intelligence report is shown in
figure 16. following review of the intelligence reports,
the teams receive the original menu and repeat the process
for the next year.
D. WAR
Throughout the game there is a threat that war could
bree£ out in any year. The intelligence sources for each
side will keep the teams informed of the best estimate of
probability of an outbreak of hostilities for each year.
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and need not be requested or funded. It is also available
in the EUDSET module at any time during the year. Wars will
not last more than one year at a time.
If a war occurs, the cost in resources for each team
will be reported to them and a winner will be declared. The
format for this report is shewn in figure 17. The overall
winner of the game, however, will be the team with the most
net offensive utils for the entire eight-year game period.
I. PENALTIES
If a war occurs both teams will have $4iZ£ cut from the
budget for next year. In addition, the loser's budget will
be cut by an amount equal tc twice the difference between
the two teams net offensive util count calculated for the
year the war occurred.
If a team allocates more funds than it has in its budget
during a given year, the budget in the following year will
be reduced by twice the amount of the deficit. In addition,
as soon as a team's expenditures (allocations plus operating
costs) exceed the budget, the program will take it
automatically to the year-end module. The team has the
option of returning to the main menu. However, with each
additional expenditure it will once again be sent to the
year-end module. Advisories will be provided to explain
what is happening but the awkwardness of this condition will
presumably prevent significant overexpendi tures.
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If a budget is submitted late (that is, if the end-of-
year menu selection is not made in the allotted tine) the
budget for the next /ear will be reduced by S50 per minute
for the first five minutes, and 5120 per minute for each
minute over five minutes.
If a team does net spend its entire budget fcr the
current year, the remainder of the funds are lost. There is
no carryover to the following year.
F. WEAPON SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
The total utility of a siven weapon system fcr cne year
is not simply the number of utils times the number of
systems. The Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns postulates
that stockpiling one particular weapon system which has a
high utility does not insure success, nor does it support a
balanced force concept. Therefore, the final util count for
a system in a particular year may be reduced by some amount.
The scheme for this util discount is shewn in figure IS.
For example if a team has 120 weapon systems, each with a
utility of 55, the team will receive a total utility for
that system of 4402 + 320 = 4722 rather than 5500.
S. DOCUMENTATION
Teams will be provided with blank budget allocation
forms to assist them in planning where resources will be
spent fcr the year. These forms need net be submitted at
any time. They are merely tools to make the organization of
46

FORCZ UNIT UTIL DISCCUNT














FINAL N2T UTIL VALUES
original total
2000 plus 90% of amount over 2000
2900 plus 80% of amount over 3000
3700 plus 70% of amount over 4000
4420 plus 60% of amount over 5000
5000 plus 50% of amount over 6000
5500 plus 40% of amount over 7000
5900 plus 30% of amount over 8000
6200 plus 20% of amount over 9000
6400 plus 10% of amount over 10000
6500 maximum net utils
Figure 18. Utility Discount Scneme
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the teams easier. A sample budget allocation forrr is shewn
in figure 19.
Each year both teams receive an actual bud & et for the
current /ear plus estimated budgets for the next two years.
These estimated budgets may change, but they can assist in
making some long-range plans. The Multiple Year Defense
Program(MYDP) is patterned after the Five Year Defense
Program and is provided to help the teams formulate long-
term force plans. The MYDP is merely a worksheet and will
not be submitted. A sample MYDP is shown in figure 20.
E. UMPIRE
The umpire has only one responsibility in the play of
this version TEMPO. He must signal the start cf play
when both teams have had the chance to review initial game
data
.
The umpire can also observe game status in terms of each
team's utility totals for each year by logging into 'umpire'
with password 'umpire' and examining the file "ump" (type
' aa ump" once in the directory). This is a cumulative file
which is updated at the end of each year. Note that the
file must be recalled at the end of each year to receive the
most current data. A file teing displayed will net be






ISrSTEM i BEGIN |# TO | # TO i NUMBER iOPER COST iTOTAl!
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ACQUISITION
# to Buy Unit Total




















Figure 19. Sample Budget Allocation Form
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IV. PHILOSOPHY CE TEE GAME
a. TEAM ORGANIZATION
There are no Limits en the number of players who may
play this version of TEMPO. One player can familiarize
himself with the program through the demonstration version.
Two players can learn from the exercise in either the short
or long version. However, the real value of the game is
gained when it is played o'j twe teams each with several
players. With a staff organization on both sides, the
players can begin to appreciate the challenges cf
orchestrating an annual budget. The operational commanders
must cooperate witn the budgeteers and the schedule monitors
must ensure that everyone understands the criticality of
time.
There is no optimal organizational structure for all
teams. It is recommended that one of the players on each
tear assume the role of team leader, or commander.
Some steps which might be helpful in establishing a team
framework are analyzing the problem, setting an overall
goal, developing a plan, and organizing.
1 . Analyzing
Before the teams enter the lab they should carefully
review the User's Manual as presented in Appendix A. This
gives enough background to provide them a good idea of what
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it is tney are trying tc accomplish. It describes the
constraints they must work under and the opportunities they
hill have. A group discussion of the various
interpretations of this manual should give the group a good
fundamental idea of the problem.
2. Goal Setting
It may be helpful for the teams to establish a
tangible quantitative goal at the cutset of the game. "To
win the game" is an admirable goal but without a more
definitive measure tor guess} of what it will take to do sc
the team has achieved no benefit. There is no harm in
adjusting goals as the game progresses but the teams should
try to establish seme desired level of preparedness for a
point in the future. /Failure to do so can sometimes result
in aimless wandering in search of an appropriate force.
3. Planning
Once goals are set the team should begin to plan hov*
they will attempt to achieve these goals. If the approach
chosen is to rake maximum use of intelligence sources tc
plan HS.D programs, the team should fortify its planning for
such. If the team chooses to amass forces already available
it should establish a plan fcr doing so. These plans are
relatively easy to initiate simply by concentrating the
staff resources at the point where the strongest thrust is
desired. The teams should try to anticipate potential
problem areas and have contingencies to back them up. It
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may also be helpful at this stage to establish procedures
for a consistent approach to planning and analyzing
throughout the game. Analyses must be reproducible and R&D
procedures should be consistent throughout.
4. Organizing
Tne Squadron Officer's School curriculurr proposes a
five-step process of organizing a TEMPO team once the
initial planning is complete. First, all objectives should
be listed based en goals and plans. Second, tne objectives
should be grouped into functional areas. Third, a ranking
of these objectives is established based on tne relative
importance of the functions. Next, a functional
organization chart may be sketched to see how the pieces
interact. And finally, available staff members should be
assigned to the functional areas. Questions may arise
regarding decision-making procedures, span of
control , specialists in certain areas, and functional group
interfaces. When the questions have all been answered, the
team is ready to begin the game.
2. TIMS LAG
Most observers of the Department of Defense system
acquisition process agree that ten years is a good estimate
of the time it takes a weapon system to develop from an idea
to a combat system in the field. This time lag is one of
the parallels of reality included in TEMPO. Although the
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development time will more likely be two or three years
rather than ten, the teams must use some foresight to
anticipate the benefits to be gained by developing new
systems. Figure 21 shows a utility comparison, similar to
those available in the ANALYZE module of the game, which
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Figure 21. Utility Comparison
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The tearrs rrust evaluate the probabilities of war in the
early years as compared tc the benefits tc be gained in the
lor.5 run before making the decision to buy or R&D. However,
tney should net lose sight cf the fact that net offensive
utility over the eight year period of the game determines
the winning tearr.
C. ANALYZING TE2 OPPONENT
TEPPO uses a very simple algoritnm in its analysis
module for determining life-cycle utility per dollar of a
candidate system. The teams should observe that this same
formula can be used tc analyze and bound the opponent's
capabilities using data obtained from intelligence reports.
Specifically, if a team learns that its opponents have 10-19
units of a system with 25 utils per unit and a $40 operating
cost per unit, it can deduce that it must have between 250
and 475 defensive utils to offset the opponent's force. It
also knows that the opponent must use $400-760 of his budget
to operate that force. By anticipating what new systems
will be coming into the inventory from R&D programs and
making insightful guesses as to hew many the opponent is
likely to buy based on his budget constraints, an effective




There are a few insights which could prcve nelpful
during the play of TEMPO. Teams will undoubtedly discover
many rrore as they gain experience with the game.
4.
The most useful piece of advice is to carefully read
the User's Manual before beginning to play the game.
The constraints imposed by TEMPO do not allow time for
familiarization during the planning periods.
The teams ^ay went to investigate linking a hardcopy
miniterm to the war gaming terminal during play so
that a permanent backup copy cf reports is available
for staff planning.
If a team overspends its budget during a given year
there is only one way to reduce current year
expenditures. In the MODIFY module the team is asked
if it wants to take current systems off the line while
they are being modified. If the team so chooses, the
operating costs fcr the current year are eliminated.
In this way a limited amount of operating costs for
the year can be reduced. This is a subtlety which the
instructor may wish to let the teams discover for
themselves.
Instructors should also beware of students who have
prior experience with the game. These students can be
helpful in explaining details tc their teammates.

However, if one teem has prior experience while the
other does not, an undesirable imbalance could result.
Z7

V. STRUCTURE OF THE GAMS
A. PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE
The computer program which implements TEMPO in the C3
Laboratory was written in C Language on the UNIX Operating
System. The computer is a PDF Model 11/72. Ann Arbor
terminals were used for development and are recommended for
play of the game. A minimum of three terminals are required
for the game. With minor modifications for screen size, the
program is transportable to any other comparable system.
TEMPO is composed of three primary elements. These are
the Red Force program, the Blue Force program, and the
Umpire program. The top level computer program architecture
is depicted in figure 22. Note that the BLUSIDE program
actually calls the UMPIRE program while the REDSIDE program
merely provides data to the UMPIRE.
Figure 22. Top Level Architecture
The two primary programs, REESILE and ELUSIDE, are
accessed by logging into the respective war-gaming stations
with login names 'tempered' and 'tempcblu' respectively.
Passwords are 'tempor' and 'tempob'. Once logged in, the
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players initiate the program by typing "begin'. The umpire
reports are accessed by lodging into the directory 'umpire'
with password 'umpire'. There is no user interaction with
the umpire program other than to read its resident files.
The umpire program is called and executed by 3LUSID51 at the
end of each game year. RIDSIDE furnishes its data to UMPIRE
by writing it into a file which UMPIRE later reads. A more
detailed computer flowchart is provided in figure 23.
The first nine subroutines below each major program ir.
figure 23 are the menu selections each side is afforded
during the yearly planning cycles. These were described
functionally in Chapter 3. The code and program descriptions
are provided in the Computer Prograrr section at the end of
this thesis. Detailed descriptions of the subunits of the
DONE subroutine are also contained in the Computer Program
section. An important point for discussion here, however,
is the way in which data is passed among the three main
programs in the game.
One of the options available to the players is the
purchase of intelligence or counterintelligence data
regarding the opponent's status. In order to do this each
side writes its force structure and R&D activity for the
year into files (ELUOFF, BLUDEF, BLURDO, BLURED, CNTRINT,
etc.). as shown in figure 23. These files are made
available to the other side through selection in the INTREP























































Figure 23. Detailed Program Functional Diagram
ee

side is that the teams are charged budget dollars for access
to each type of information. If all information were put in
the same file the denial cf ncnrequested information vculd
he considerably more difficult.
Another aspect of the game which bears mention here is
the possibility that a war will occur during any year. The
probability of war is an input value. However, the
occurrence cf a war is determined by a random number
generated in the UMPIRE program. If the random number falls
in the designated probability window, war is declared and a
flag is set in the umpire file WAR. The UMPIRE program
automatically selects and sends the appropriate win or less
messages and budget reductions to the two teams. Both team
programs read the WAR flag at year's end. If a war has
occurred they read the results in the files BLUWAR1
,
ELUEEES, and REDWAR1, REEFDBK respectively. B1UWAR1 and
RIDWAR1 describe the outcome of the war and BLUFDBK and
REDFTEK provide the necessary budget penalties tc be
deducted from each side.
The datafile UMP generated by UMPIRE is a cumulative
accounting of offensive and defensive status for each team
by year for the entire game. This is available for review
by the umpire by legging into 'umpire' and reading the file
through the editor (type "ea ump").
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The DATABASE subroutine is read at the beginning of each
year to update weapon system costs and characteristics as
they change throughout the game.
B. LESSONS LEARN EL
There were some significant problems encountered during
the ceding of TEMPO and seme lessons learned which may help
future C Language programmers on the UNIX system. The most
pressing problem for a considerable part of this effort was
a perceived program size constraint. Much of the structure
of the present urograms was dictated by an apparent lack of
program space. The perilous error message output by the
system when this problem is encountered reads "id: Ead
format". Late in the programming phase it was discovered
that by using the compiler option "-i", this problem can be
virtually eliminated. To use this option the programmer
simply must partition his program into two or more smaller
segments, and then, when compiling, type "cc -i segmentl.c
segment2.c etc.c" instead of the usual "cc entire. c"
.
Another difficult problem was timing the data transfers
between subprograms and subroutines of the opponents and of
the umpire. This was solved by writing the current data
into files early in the year-end process and reading from
the appropriate files later. To ensure that both programs
begin at the same time, the EARLY subroutine was inserted.
This stops the processing of the teams in the event that
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they finish their entries "before the allotted tire is used
up. It also keeps the entire game on a strict tire schedule
so that snail offsets early in the game do not grow into
large offsets ever the eight year game period. The
possibility that a tear uses rrore than its allotted time was
addressed by a statement in the umpire program which
inhibits further processing until the year tag on each
team's data is equivalent. The subroutine TIMECHK also
checks to see if a teem was delinquent in its year-end
submittal. Furthermore, since the last four years of the
game are program years and all data fcr the four years is
submitted in one planning period, these data are sent to
separate files fcr each year to ensure that the proper
comparisons are made.
Most of the other problems encountered were solvable




Although the TEMPO game is fully functional at this
time, there are several improvements which could he
incorporated to 'dress it up'. One goal which was net
fulfilled was the incorporation of computer graphics into
the program. With the extensive color graphics capabilities
in the C3 Laboratory, the potential for graphical
representation of many of the team reports is very exciting.
Force levels, intelligence reports, and war declarations are
only a few of the possible areas for graphical
presentat ions
.
An area which has a great potential for improving the
reality of the game is the determination of weajon system
utility. Currently, this is a database input selected
arbitrarily by the game designer. In the present
implementation, the total utility of a force of particular
weapon systems is a function only of the number of systems
and the defense of the opponent. In reality, utility of a
weapon system is also a function of the number of
corresponding offensive systems the opponent has in his
inventory. An example of this is the seeming decline in
utility of U.S. ICEM forces due to increasing numbers of
Soviet ICBM forces. Utility is also a function cf the
number of delivery systems available for the weapon system
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under consideration. Or, if the weapon system under
consideration is a delivery system, its utility is a
function of the number of weapons available. In addition,
utility could be considered a function of the number of
other types of systems the team has in inventory. For
example, a force composed entirely of combers probably does
not provide as much utility as a balanced force of missiles
and bombers. The development of a utility module that would
consider all of these factors in determining utilities would
be a challenging exercise which would lend greater realism
to the TEMPO game.
Another area which cculd be improved upon is the
determination of the probability of var. Presently, this is
also a database input chosen to give the teams a year or two
to get a feel for the game, and then be fairly well assured
that a war will occur at least once during the game. To be
more realistic a set of thresholds for increasing war
probabilities could be developed. For example, if a team
has an extremely low level of aefensive forces and the other
team finds cut through an intelligence report, it would be
reasonable to expect that the probability of war would
increase. If a team determines that it could bankrupt its
opponent through an overwhelming battle victory, the
likelihood of an attack should increase. If a team
displayed an immense offensive buildup in one year or in
successive years, that could signal an increase in the
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likelihood of war. These thresholds world "be relatively







The TEMPO Military Planning Game was originally
developed in the early 1960's by the Technical Military
Planning Organization (TEMPO) of General Electric Company in
Santa Barbara, California. Since that time it has been used
by the Defense Resources Management Course at the Naval
Postgraduate School? the U.S. Army Management School,
Jt.Belvoir, Virginia; the Air '*ar College, Air Command and
Staff College, and Squadron Officers' School all at Maxwell
AFB , Alabama. Additionally, many variations of the game
nave been developed and used throughout industry a.n<l the
government.
Play of the game may be approached from several
different perspectives ranging from simple diversion to
studies of interpersonal behavior. Its primary purpose,
however, is to train military leaders in the skills of force
planning and resource management under the realistic
constraints of time, uncertainty, and a limited budget.
These skills are particularly important to officers entering
the world of Command, Control, and Ccmmunicati ons ( C3 ) since
the timely fielding of C3 systems is crucial to the
strategic and tactical security of cur military forces.
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The manipulation of the strategic forces in this game
has been greatly simplified to focus the attentions of the
players en the force planning and resource allocation
aspects of the situation. These aspects include the
selection of alternative weapon systems, the maintenance of
proper force mixes, the total life cycle costs of the
systems, cost effectiveness considerations, long range
planning, and the elements of risk and uncertainty.
The game uses actual weapon systems as the objects of
this planning. No attempt has "been made to exhaustively
analyze the effective utility of a specific red force system
against its corresponding blue force system. Opposing
systems were chosen to he "roughly" equivalent in utility,
and the names are included solely to stimulate player
interest in the game.
There are few features of this version of TEMPO which
are unique. It is based primarily on the game as played at
Air University in Montgomery, Alabama. Its uniaueness lies
in its implementation on the PDP 11/70 computer resident in
the C3 Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate School. This
provides the players with the capability to interact in
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TEMPO is played wit.a twc teams, a red fcrce and a blue
force, ani en umpire. Both teems start with identical force
structures, research a ad development options, aid budgets.
That is to say, the costs, utilities, and research and
development potentials for corresponding systems on each
side are the sere even though the systems have different
names
.
The budget, which varies frcm year tc year, ^ey be spent
in any of six ways: (1) operation of forces, (2) acquisition
cf additional forces, (3) research and development cf rev-
systems, (4) modifications to existing weapon systems, (5)
intelligence cr counterintelligence, and (5) trade-off
analyses between systems.
The game spans eight years with the first four years
being operational years and the last four years being
programmed years. All transactions must be completed within
the allotted time, cr budget penalties for the ensuing year
will be incurred.
The categories of systems which each team has to work
with are limited tc offensive strategic aircraft, offensive
strategic missiles, surface-to-air missiles (aircraft
defense}, and defensive anti-ballistic missile (ABM)
missiles. Several types of weapon systems are available in
each categcry through the course the game. System
capability is quantified in terms of a standard measure of
cb

effectiveness celled the "util". lech weapon system is
worth a specific number of utils while it is in the active
force. The author recognizes that one of the ice;/ factors in
determining proper force structure is the effectiveness of
one's own forces versus the opposition the/ ere rest likely
to encounter. However, for the purposes of this exercise,
utility will be tree tec as a given, thus allowing
concentration en the tud^etary aspects of the situation.
The objective of the game is for each teem to operate
its offensive forces to maximize its net offensive utils
«nile operating a defensive force to minimize the opponent's
net offensive utils. The limited budget which each team
must work with increases the challenge of this objective.
The teams must decide if it is worthwhile to allocate scarce
budget dollars to research and development for improvement
of the force efficiency. Pollers spent for programs otner
than strictly procurement of existing systems may result in
less than optimun current force structures in order to
improve future balance. In addition, teams must decide
whether or not to invest in intelligence about their
opponent. An analysis option for making ccjst-benef it
tradeoffs is also available to each team.
There are three versions of TEMPO available in the C3
laboratory. The normal version requires four hours to
complete the game. This mode allows for extensive planning
periods which are desirable for larger teams to derive the
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full benefit cf cooperative staffing in the various areas of
concern. The short version requires two hours for
completion end has much shorter planning periods. This role
allows the tearrs to get an exposure to the features of the
.-are under en extrerre time constraint. 'The third version is
a demonstration program to allow a single user to examine
the features of the ^a^e. "here are r.c time constraints
involved in the demonstration program.
Ill . DETAILED RULES
1. 02J2CTIV2
The objective of the game is fcr each team to
operate its offensive forces to maximize its net offensive
utils while operating a defensive force to minimize the
opponent's net offensive utils. The formula for determining
a team's net offensive utils is:
(total offensive aircraft utils minus opponent's total
anti-aircraft utils)
plus
(total offensive missile utils minus opponent's tctal
anti-missile utils,
The net offensive utility resulting from this calculation is
compared to tne opponent's net offensive utility to
determine who wins each year. The teams will be notified at
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the end cf eacn year wh.eth.er they wen cr lest that
particular year. The cverell winner of the game is the tear
which has the greater cumulative total cf net offensive
utils fcr the eight-year period.
The players should beer in mind that utils ere only
received fcr systers which are in the active force. No
credit is received for over-defending. That is, it dees nc
good to have more defensive utils in a particular weapon
system category than the opponent has offensive utils. And
finally, anti-aircraft systers are only effective against
aircraft, and anti-ballistic missiles are only effective
against offensive missiles.
c. STARTING TEE GAME
To begin the game, the tears should login to the
computer at their respective stations, i.e. the Kremlin at
cne end of the laboratory and the Pentagon at the other end.
The computer directories are 'tempered' and 'tempeblu' with
passwords 'temper' and 'tempob' respectively. The
demonstration version cf TEMPO is accessed by logging into
'tempiemo' with password 'tempod'. Upon login the teams
will be asked to indicate whether they want to play the
short cr long version cf TEMPO. When they have provided
their response the teams will receive some introductory
remarks including the current force structure and budget fcr
the first year, estimated budgets for the rext two years and
the probability of war. Proposed research and development
?;

;rc?rams for the first year are also displayed. This
information is available at any tine during the game sc
there is nc need to recorc it.
Ahen the teams nave had sufficient time tc review the
initial data the umpire will signal the beginning of the
game. To initiate play the tears press the carriage return
keys at their respective stations and the game commences.
IMPORTANT! Since timing is critical to this implementation
rf TEMPO it is imperative that the teams wait for the
umpire's signal to begin.
The next display tc appear en the screens is a menu cf
options available for the teams to choose from. These menu
iters will be described in detail in the following
paragraphs. NOTE: The menu items may be reselected as often
as desirec. during each year.
3. CURRENT FORCE STATUS ANL LATA
This segment of the program provides a summary of
all systems in the current operating inventory. The table
includes number of systems in operation, acquisition cost,
operating cost and utility cf each system. The purchase
limit per year is also listed for the systems.
4. RESEARCH AMD DEVELOPMENT TATA
The first display which appears when this option is
selected shews wnicn research and development (R&D) programs
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are evaiiaole for that particular year. The tears have only
cne year tc begin wcric en a particular program. If they dc
not select the option they will not get the chance the next
year 'nere is one exception to this rule. The R&D
required prior to a syster ncdif icat ion can be aone in any
cf the first three years.
New research programs art offered only in years one,
two, and tnree of the ^are. Programs be^un in these years
ray be continued to completion but no new programs will be
started beyona year three.
The teams will be askec by the computer if tney wish tc
see a complete R&D report for the year. This report
provides estimates of acquisition cost, operation cost,
utility and R&D costs for each available program. The teams
will be told how lcn^ the development will take and what the
expected R&D costs for the future years of the program will
be. The current year R&D cost is actual, however, the
second and third year costs (if the program takes that long)
are only estimates and may increase or decrease depending en
new tne program prepresses .
Finally, in this module, the teens are asked if they
wish to spena funds for any of the programs. If tne answer
is yes a third display appears with a menu of candidate R&D
programs. The actual and projected R&D costs are again
shown along with a status report of ongoing programs. If
the tear has begun a project in a previous year they are
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rerinied to continue the funding or else jeapordize the
delivery schedule. The teams do nave the option to cease
funding cf a program after the first year cf R&D has teen
completed and then resure the development in a later year.
Additional R&D information en a system will be available
only if the tear initially chooses to pursue the program,
c. CURRENT BUDGET LATA
This module provides each team with the total
budget figure for the year, tne total ccst cf operating the
force for the year, and a running total of dollars spent up
to that point in tae year. Budget estimates for the next
twe years are also provided. Actual allocations for future
years may vary tut the estinates can prcviae a basis for
planning. The probabilities of war, as currently estimated,
are provided in this module.
The teams are advised to keep a close account of
financial status since overspending the budget results in a
penalty assessed against the next year's budget,
c. BUY AIDITIONAL SYSTErS
Selection of this option provic.es each tear with a
ust all systems whicn are available for purchase.
Included in the list are the acquisition costs, utility, and
purchase limits for each system. Tne players simply choose
which system they want end the computer will ask how many
the team wants to buy. when tnat input is provided the
players receive acknowledgement of the sale.
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Systems bougnt in one /ear will not be crerated until
the next year. Consequent 1/ , nc operation costs will be
incurred and no utility will be gained until the following
year.
A new system is available for purchase as soon as all
the R&D has 'oeen selected and raid for. A team may acquire
units of a new system during the last year of R&D (provided
the R&D has been funded), or at any time thereafter. A team
cannot lose its option to buy units of a system once it is
in the inventory.
?. MODIIY SYSTEMS IN CURE2NT INVENTORY
At certain points in the game the teams may be
offered the opportunity to modify or upgrade weapon systems
they have in their inventories. These modifications are not
possible witncut developing the technology which goes into
them. Therefore, the R&D for the modification must be
funded before the modification can take place. This funding
is provided through the R&D module described above.
When the modify option is selected the players will be
offered candidate systems for upgrade. There are two ways a
syster can be modified. It can be withdrawn from operations
for the year, thus incurring no operation costs and
providing no utility. Cr it can be operated at the
unmodified levels until the next year when the modification
is complete and it automatically assumes the upgraded
levels. The teams must choose how many units they want to
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modify and hew they want tc distribute the way they are
modified. The computer will provide the necessary
advisories .
Tc purchase upgraded systems directly, that is, ether
tnan upgrading systems already in the inventory, it is still
necessary tc pay the modification R&D ccst (if it has net
"been paid). The new units can be purchased at a price equal
tc the procurement ccst of the unmodified system plus the
modification cost. This option will automatically be made
available tc the teams through the BUY module when the
modification R&D is completed.
Modifications may he made at any rate not exceeding the
purchase limit of the original system. R&D fcr the
modifications may be performed at any time during the first
tnree years of the ^ame.
£. SCRAP SYSTEMS IN CURRENT INVENTORY
It may be necessary at certain junctures of the
game to get rid of older, less-efficient systems in order to
free up their operations costs for ether purposes. This can
be done by selecting the SCRAP menu choice. A complete list
of systems in the current inventory is displayed and the
team is asked which system they would like to scrap. They
are then asked how many units they would lik e to take cut of
operation and the computer acknowledges the entry. Force
units scrapped in one year will remain in the inventory
until the following year.
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9. BUY INTELLIGENCE TiiTA CH COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
Selection of this rrcdule provides the tea- with a
menu of ten options for intelligence gathering. For $103
each the tea^ can get a report of the opponent's:
a) current force structure of offensive forces, or
by current force structure cf defensive forces, or
c) current R&D programs for offensive systems, or
d
)
current R&D programs for defensive systems.
Intelligence reports on force structure do not provide an
exact count cf enemy systems. Rather, they present a ten-
unit range for each system, e.g."SYSTEM-A has 2Z-2S units"
is the report if tne opponent has 22 units.
R&D intelligence reports list all programs for which R&D
funds were expended that year "by the enemy.
Zither team may purchase counterintelligence in any of
the four areas described above for $5? per category.
Counterintelligence reports inform the team if the enemy has
purchased intelligence in that category during the year.
The intelligence menu provides the option to cancel all
orders for intelligence and start over again for the year.
If an intelligence repcrt is requested it will be




Intelligence reports cannot be obtained in years five
through eight.
10. PERFORM THALS-GT5 ANALYSES
This mocule nay be selected any tirre during years
cne through four tc assist in making decisions as to which
systems to buy. The analysis option provides a complete
list cf s.ysterrs which are, or could "be, available at t'nat
tire for procurement cr RSZ. The team is asked to select
two systems to be cornered and e.n immediate analysis is
presented. The report includes year -by-year life-cycle-ccst
breakouts for each system in the trade-cff as well as yearly
utility figures. Totals for both cf these parameters are
tabulated and used to compute s u til /dollar cost
effectiveness factor. This value is sirrply the total life
cycle utility divided by the total life-cycle cost.
The tears will not be prevented fror performing trade-
offs using systems they may have chosen not to R&D. This
kind cf analysis is net very useful, however, since the
preferred option may not be possible to obtain.
The cost of analysis is $25 for each trade-cff
performed .
11. RECOVERY FRCM ENTRY ERRORS
This module is merely a tutorial to explain how to
change entries the teams may have made and then later
reconsidered. It is not possible tc recover from every
entry error, particularly in the RS.D module. A team cannot
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un-start development cf a new techn clerical program. Most
input errors can be corrected, however.
12. S'J3iv IT COMPLETED PLANNING AND BUDGETING
When the tear has completed ell of its actions end
requests for the ./ear, the final selection on the menu is
entered. NOTE: Each tear is given a specific tire tc use
for current and long-term planning. It is strongly
recommended that the teams ta^e full advantage of their
allotted time to carefully prepare their plans. There is no
advantage to an early subnission of the /earl/ plan. The
computer will sir ply make the tear wait for the er.d of the
period anyway. It should also he emphasized that a tear is
penalized for a late submission. Significant idler
reductions from the next year's budget are assessed for each
minute the plan is late.
Upon selecting the year-end option from the menu, the
tears are asked to confirrr that they, indeed, ar? done for
the /ear. At this point they have the option of returning
to the rain menu for subsequent adjustments.
When a confirmed entry is rade, the year-end module
performs several processes in closing out accounting for the
year. The first report provided is a summary of utils
provided by the weapon systems and dollars spent for the




Next, the tear? ere advised of a break period to allow
the r" t c relax enr1 collect themselves 'r: the next planning
cycle. Duririe: the break, the umpire program is called up
end each side's data is fed to a central point for recording
end determination of the winner fon the year. The umpire
program also uses a random number generating routine to
determine whether a war has occurred during the year. If a
war has broken out, messages to that effect are written into
files and later retrieved by both sides. The activities of
the urrpire program are ail transparent to the players of the
zra^e
. Finally, the year-end routine updates the database
for the coming year, and passes intelligence data back and
forth between the red and blue sides.
When the program becomes active again, an introductory
report for the next year 'a i 1 1 appear en the terminal screen.
At this time, the intelligence reports which were requested
during the previous year are also available simply by
pressing the carriage return key on the terminal keyboard.
Yellowing review of the intelligence reports, the tears
receive the original menu and begin the process again for
the next year.
12. WAR
Throughout the game there is a threat that war
could break out in any year. The intelligence sources for
each side will keep the teams informed of the best estimate
of probability of &n outbreak of hostilities for each year.
SI

This information is provided at the be,sinnin=* of each year
and need net be requested cr funded. It is also available
in the EUDGI-T nodule at ar.y tire during the /ear.
If a war occurs, the cost in resources for each tea^
will be reported to then and a winner will he declared.
However, the eve rail winner of the same will he the tea^




If a war occurs both tears will have $400 cut from
the budget for next year. In addition, the loser's budget
will be cut by an amount equal to twice the difference
between the two teams net offensive util count calculated
for the year- the war occurred.
If a tear allocates mere funds than it has in its budget
during a given year, the budget ir the following year will
be reduced 'oy twice the amount of the deficit. In addition,
as seen as a team's expenditures (allocations plus operating
costs) exceed the budget, the prograrr will take it
automatically tc the year-end module. The team has the
option of returning tc the main menu. However, with each
additional expenditure it will once again be sent tc the
year-end module. Advisories will be provided to explain
what is happening but the awkwardness of this condition will
presumably prevent significant ove rexpendi tures .

If a budget is submitted late (that is, if the end-of-
year menu selection is not Tad? in tne allotted time) the
budget for the next year will be reduced by $£Z per minute
for the first five -minutes, and $122 uer minute for each
minute over five minutes.
If a tearr does not spend its entire budget for the
current year, the remainder cf the funds are lest. There is
no carryover to the following year.
15. WEAPON SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
The total utility of a given weapon syster for one
year is not simply the number of utils times tne number cf
systems. The Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns postulates
that stockpiling one particular weapon system which has a
high utility does not insure success, nor does it support a
balanced force concert. Therefore, the final util count for
a system in a particular year ray be reduced by some amount.
The scheme for this util discount is shown in figure A-l.
For example, if a team has 100 weapon systems, each with a
utility of 55, the team will receive a total utility for
that system cf 4:400 + 322 = 4722 rather than 5522.
16. DOCUMENTATION
Teams will be provided with blank budget
allocation forms to assist them in planning where resources
will be spent for the year. These forms need net be
submitted at any time. They are merely tools to make the
organization of the teams easier.
£3

FORCE UNIT UTIL DISCOUNT














FINAL NET UTIL VALUES
original total
2000 plus 90% cf amount ever
2900 plus £0% of amount over
3700 plus 70% cf amount over
4400 plus 60% of arount over
5000 plus 50% cf amount ever
5500 plus 40% of amount over
5900 plus 30% of amount over
6220 plus 20% of amount over
6400 plus 10% of amount ever










Figure A-l . Utility Discount Scheme
£4

lach year both teams rereive an actual budget fcr .he
current year plus estimated budgets for the next two years.
These estimated budgets nay change, but they can. assist in
raking sore long-range plans. The Multiple Year Defense
Prosrain(MYDP ) is patterned after the Five v ear defense
Program and is provided to help the tears formulate long-
tern force plans. The MY3P is nerely a worksheet and will
rot be submitted.
Sample forms fcr the Budget Allocation Form and the
Multiple Year Defense Plan are provided in figure A-2 ard
figure A-3 , respectively.
17. UMPIRE
The umpire has only one responsibility in the play
cf this version of TF^PC. He must signal the start cf play
when both teams ha\e had the chance to review initial game
data .
The umpire can also observe game status in terms of each
team's utility totals for each year by logging into 'urrire'
with password 'umoire' and examining the file "ump". This
is a cumulative file which is updated at the end cf each
year. Note that the file must be recalled at the end of
each year to receive the most current data. A file bein^;
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System # tc 3uy Unit Total









Type Intel Cost Counter
ANALYSIS
( $£5 per analysis )
System vs System
Off Eorce $100 $50
Def .torce 100 50
Off R&D 100 50
Def R&D 100 50
Subtotals
I i
Total Intel Cost $ Total Analysis Cost.
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Air University, Squadron Officers ' Schcol Man&ggJIglLli Text .
Area 3, Book 2, p. 3230-S-l through 3230-S-30, 1979.
Air University, Squadron Officers' School, TgMPC Faculty
Lesson Plan , p. 3230-P-l through 3230-P-26, 1979.
Hatry, H., Jackson, F. , and Lever, P., TEMPO Military
Planning Game - Rules end Suggestions for Players , working

































ATTN: Major Charles Earnnart , USA?
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
9. HQ AU/ACDY 1
ATTN: Captain Summer
Building 744
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama 36112
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1 7\ c r, Q / 7 ~> r if
ATTN: Captain iv,c£ride
Maxwell Air Teres rese, Alatarra 36112
11. Lt Ccl Thomas ?. Stack, US a J
SEAPS/SHOC
AFO New York, New York 2905c
12. Captain Scott bounce
24566 Apollc
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